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Meteorological elements  
          →　　Main sources of variances of a photovoltaics (PV) power generation  
 
■ Verifications of simulated downward short wave radiation (SW↓) is required  
                  to estimate the power generation of the PV system  
                  to stabilize the other power generation systems 
                                                        (including hydroelectric, thermal, wind, nuclear etc…) 

JMA-MSM　→　To forecast the next day’s PV power generation

■　How does the simulated surface SW↓ include the forecasting errors compared with 
the surface observations ?
　　   (JMA; The routinely (monthly, annual) verifications of simulated SW↓)
 →　For the PV system, more detailed (more temporal (daily or hourly ) and spatial) 
verifications are required. 

Introduction

 　To validate the accuracy of simulated surface SW↓ by the JMA-MSM  
using  the surface observations.　　

Purpose



● OBS: The solar irradiance are measured by the JMA using a pyranometer at 
surface weather observation stations.
●Model：MSM 　 

 
      hourly or daily data sets 
     Target region:　Kanto area (around Tokyo) 

●　Surface weather charts (Asia region)
       Satellite images (VIS, IR)
※　 Satellite images are downloaded from the homepage of Kochi Univ. in Japan.　　  
http://weather.is.kochi-u.ac.jp/

Surface observation & Model

■Horizontal resolution: 5km (In the radiation processes, the calculation is conducted at 10km  
resolution.) 
■ Calculation of the SW:  everty15 mins 
■ Integration: 33 hours 
■ I.C: 4 times / days (03, 09, 15, 21 UTC) 
■ Periods; 2008-2010 (3yr) 
■ Microphysics process; Ikawa and Satio (1990) 
■ Radiation process; Kitagawa (2000) (Slingo et al. (1989), Ebert and Curry(1992)), Yabu et al.(2005)
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●　MSM grids
●　OBS stations
●　  analysis area

■　MSM(resolution: 5km) 
Within the Blue circle area 
 
■　Observational stations 
Tsukuba(Tateno),Tokyo, Choshi 

MSM analysis domain (Kanto area)

Kanto area 
(around TOKYO)

↓

regional averaged data sets 



(a) (b)

■ Winter:　In the clear sky condition   →　The radiation processes of MSM is good. 
                    The simulated SW is agree with the OBS.  
■ Summer: Time series are close to the OBS, but the time variations are large.　 
                                 →　Cloud cover is prevailed over the Kanto region. 
■ Seasonal differences between the summer and winter seasons are small. 

Summer (Jul 2009)Winter (Jan 2009) 
Results：　Verifications of shortwave radiation

(a) (b)

■  Summer:  Simulated SW↓ is significantly underestimated. 

Summer (Jul 2009)Winter (Jan 2009) 
Results：　Verifications of shortwave radiation



How the cloud types are found in the large forecasting error cases?

Sat. IRSat. VIS

■　The clear sky condition 
   Simulated SW↓ could reproduce well 

(b)(a)

(c)

Example: a clear sky condition

Kanto area 
(around TOKYO)



(b)(a)
Sat. VIS Sat. IR

(c)

■　The cloudy condition 
The simulated SW↓ is 

underestimated. 
 Cloud type (visual OBS by JMA):        

          Upper cloud    Ci 
          Middle cloud   As 
          Lower cloud   Cu or Sc 

Example: a cloudy condition

Visual observation at Choshi site
●　The large forecasting errors cases only are selected (81cases / 3yr)

■　In the lower:  Stratiform cloud types (Sc or Cu) are mainly found. 
　　 Cb (convective clouds)： a few cases

The appearance frequency of cloud types

 times (#) Frequency(%) times (#) Frequency(%)
０９LST 　 15LST 　

Upper Cirrus(Ci) 22 27.2 Cirrus(Ci) 25 30.9
Cirrocumulus(Cc) 0 0.0 Cirrocumulus(Cc) 1 1.2
Cirrostratus(Ac) 0 0.0 Cirrostratus(Ac) 0 0.0
No OBS 59 No OBS 55

Middle Altocumulus(As) 42 51.9 Altocumulus(As) 39 48.1
Nimbostratus(Ns) 3 3.7 Nimbostratus(Ns) 1 1.2
No OBS 36 No OBS 41

 
Lower Stratocumulus(Sc) 37 45.7 Stratocumulus(Sc) 30 37.0

Cumulus(Cu) 33 40.7 Cumulus(Cu) 36 44.4
Straus(St) 7 8.6 Straus(St) 5 6.2
Cumulonimnus(Cb) 0 0.0 Cumulonimnus(Cb) 3 3.7
No OBS 4 No OBS 7   

 
  Total 81

Early morning Evening



 
●　 the accuracy of simulated surface SW↓ by the JMA-MSM using  the 
surface observations.

　In the clear sky conditions:  
             The simulated surface SW↓ is close to the observations.  
      →　The radiation processes of MSM could reproduce the OBS.
 
  In the cloudy conditions: 

            ・  The simulated surface SW↓ tends to be not agree with the observations. 
 
 　　　　・ How the cloud types are found in the large forecasting error cases? 
               →  In the lower clouds, Sc or Cu cloud types tend to be found.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Summary

Thank you for your attention!!



Future works

■　 Why doesn’t the simulated SW↓ consistent with the OBS. (How’s the cloud 
types (e.g., convective or stratus clouds) in the various regions, Japan? 

■  Verifications of MSM　→　The improvements of the radiation processes or 
cloud physics processes.
 
■　The more accuracy predictions of SW predicted by the JMA-MSM　 
→　The more accuracy improvements of prediction of PV power generation
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